WHAT IS THE ENTERPRISE PROJECT?
The Enterprise Project is a business transformation that will improve the Ohio State experience and advance operational excellence through Workday and other modern, effective services and technology. Here are a few initiatives facilitated by the project:

- **Workday** implementation for finance, HR, payroll, supply chain and student information systems to modernize technology and streamline processes

- **HR Service Delivery** to create consistent and high-quality HR services for moments that matter

- **New data analytics tools** to support data-driven decision making

- **Better support technology** to help faculty, staff and students navigate Ohio State’s resources

- **eCommerce** system implementation to make it easier and more consistent to collect online payments

WORKDAY HIGHLIGHTS

- Cloud-based application that will serve as the single system for the university’s finance, supply chain, HR, payroll and student information

- Mobile and secure access to information

- Improved data analytics and reporting

- Greater visibility into university transactions and processes

- More frequent upgrades to keep us current

STAY INVOLVED!

Subscribe to the monthly Enterprise Project Digest for the latest project news: [go.osu.edu/EPdigestsubscribe](go.osu.edu/EPdigestsubscribe)

Visit our website to learn more about the Enterprise Project: [enterprise-project.osu.edu](enterprise-project.osu.edu)

Reach out to your Change Coordinator with initial questions or concerns: [go.osu.edu/changenetwork](go.osu.edu/changenetwork)

Send questions and feedback to: [enterprise-project@osu.edu](enterprise-project@osu.edu)